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Maps

• EIS used base maps with little 
understanding of scale, and 
implications of greater detail given in 
soil landscape mapping.

• The review process appears to be one 
of ignoring reviewers' comments or 
the game saying of “no it isn’t” to 
credible information saying “yes it is”.

• Available soil landscape maps show 
that the main landscapes of concern 
from an erosion point of view is Langs
Neck and Coober-Bulga.  Very steep 
basalt soil landscapes dominated by 
mass movement processes.

• Although some detailed slope 
mapping has been done by client 
within these landscapes detailing 
areas with low slope, the hazard still 
exists from above and below where it 
is steeper.

Coober-Bulga Soil Landscape

Langs Neck Soil Landscape

Hazards??



Small Debris Flows – Isis Valley south 
of development footprint – Source Soil 
Con Archive (SALIVA)

Debris flow – locations alpine 
area overseas – from web



Australian Debris Flows
Photo Source: Walcha Road – from web



Slumps

Photo: North Coast basalt slope
Soil con archive (SALIVA)

Photo Source – N hemisphere basalt 
From web



Rock falls on columnar basalt Australia
Photo: Near Warrick from web



Liquefaction and failure of road
Base.
Foto:SoilCon archive (SALIVA)



Downslope deposition fills streams and can be dangerous to infrastructure and 
people

The hazards have been highlighted

And problems calculated in terms of
Sediment delivery and risk for placement of 
Stable infrastructure large enough to install
The wind farm.  

No detailed plans at a proper planning
scale suitable for a state significant
development provided

So far only general statements given about 
dealing with Landscape hazards etc.  



Concluding remarks

• Location in same landscapes as at Nowlands pass (NE HWY), which had to 
be finally rebuilt at a cost of tens of millions of dollars to make stable and 
address these issues.  Prior to that, mass movement kept closing the road.

• Same Landscape at Merriwa – Willow Tree currently costing circa $80 
million to repair 1 km of road.  

• These issues relating to mass movement in all its forms have not been 
addressed except by gainsaying that they are addressed.

• Even if there are flatter areas of land within the main soil landscapes, they 
are still at risk from mass movement above or below

• Hi risk of mass sediment delivery into Peel and Isis valleys has no mitigation 
measures in any of proponent's documentation. 
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